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Machines 

Machine TASKI swingo 755B, 760B, 855B 

Subassembly Tank / Back side 

Modification back side tank and fixation IntelliDose 
On various walk behind machines modifications on the back side of the tank has been done. 
The main reason for this modification was the limited accessibility of the battery disconnecting 
plug when an IntelliDose unit is mounted. In addition a modification on the tank socket outlet 
of the draining hose was done with the focus on a limitation of defective draining hoses. 

The following elements have been modified: 

- The charging cable fixation is no longer in the centre but new on the right side. 

- The battery disconnecting plug will be connected to the machine beneath the charging 
cable holder. This makes the battery disconnecting plug easily accessible and allows a 
simple disconnection of the battery from the electronic for any charging process (see 
operating manual/instructions of use). 

- The IntelliDose base plate is already mounted ex Münchwilen. Only the cover with the 
additional tray has to be removed to be able to insert and connect the device. 

- The clamps for the drain hoses are now both on the left side. In addition the tank 
socket outlet was prolonged to grant a proper fixation of the wastewater hose and so 
limitations of damages near the outlet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Machine with new back side Machine with old back side 
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Service Information 
Check parts on stock Return defektive parts to Münchwilen  

Proactive exchange recommended NO proactive exchange recommended  

Modification is backwards compatible Modification is NOT backwards compatible  

Update/modify machines in the field Entitled to warranty  

Dispose/recycle defective parts Parts are available ex stock Münchwilen  

Others  
With this modification the mounting of the IntelliDose has been simplified. The base plate and 
the connecting cable are already mounted ex Münchwilen. Mounting instructions (old and new) 
will be provided with each IntelliDose set. 

All walk behind models will be modified in due course. We will inform with a GTS Newsletter. 

The tank as a complete unit is backward compatible. The new synthetic parts like charging 
cable fixation etc. are not backward compatible and suit therefore only on new tanks. 

All adjustments including order numbers of the spare parts will be listed in the spare part 
catalogue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Production 
TASKI swingo 755B as of machine number 26548 

TASKI swingo 760B not available at the time when releasing the newsletter 

TASKI swingo 855B as of machine number 26548 


